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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.48==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5&V6
Release Date: December 18, 2015

NOTE:
We strongly recommend you to back up the configurations and all the files before you
upgrade.

 Backup files from 70.18.0.X cannot be restored to the device with firmware
version 70.19.0.X.

 Backup files from higher firmware version cannot be restored to the device
with lower firmware version.

 You need to RESET the device to make it work properly if you downgrade the
firmware.

 Please clear the browser’s cache after upgrade.

New Feature

1. Added the TA provisioning for TA100/200.
2. Added the specific call parking with feature code *06.

Optimization

1. Added the update of web language in German. German system prompts will be
updated soon as well.

2. MyPBX will add the Accept rules for the TA gateway which is provisioned by TA
Provisioning in the firewall.

Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue that the hints watchers value would increase when IP phone BLF
keys monitored the unregistered extensions of MyPBX and that further would lead
to system crash.

2. Fixed the issue that MyPBX SOHO wouldn’t show the WAN port on web interface
even if it has detected the WAN port physically.

3. Fixed the issue that the line ‘’#include XXX.conf “ in extensions_custom.conf
wouldn’t take effect.

4. Fixed the issue that MyPBX couldn’t obtain the DNS address from the DCHP
server.

5. Fixed the issue that Phone Book page would keep loading when you clicked the
edit button if there were about 100 contacts in it.

6. Fixed the issue that LDAP contacts wouldn’t be deleted in the background system
if the Nickname filed contained the space character, even though you had deleted
it on the web interface.

7. Fixed the issue that Fanvil I20/C58/C66 couldn’t download phone book from
MyPBX.
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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.47==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5&V6
Release Date: September 14, 2015

NOTE:
We strongly recommend you to back up the configurations and all the files before you
upgrade.

 Backup files from 70.18.0.X cannot be restored to the device with firmware
version 70.19.0.X.

 Backup files from higher firmware version cannot be restored to the device
with lower firmware version.

 You need to RESET the device to make it work properly if you downgrade the
firmware.

 Please clear the browser’s cache after upgrade.

New Feature

1. Added support for phone provisioning of Snom 710, 715, 720, 820, 821, 870 and
Htek UC623, UC626, UC802, UC803, UC804, UC806, UC840, UC842, UC860,
UC862.

2. Added support for Myanmar Time Zone +6.5.
3. Added Afrikaans system prompt.
4. Added “Linear” ring strategy for Queue.
5. Users could search call logs with “Exactly Match” feature.
6. Added “Input Digit Timeout” setting for “Feature Code”.

Optimization

1. Optimized “Business Hours” description.
2. “User Name” and “Password” length for PPPOE settings is extended to 127

characters.
3. MyPBX administrator could change other accounts’ password without entering the

old password.
4. Alphabetic characters are allowed in “Prepend” field for an outbound route.
5. LDAP contacts were extended from 300 to 1000.
6. The audio file generated in “DAHDI Monitor Tool” is split into two files, one records

received voice, one records transmitted voice.
7. MyPBX will back up the Linux log file /var/log/messages to /persistent folder if the

messages file gets large. The messages file records a variety of events, including
system error messages, system startups, and system shutdowns.

8. MyPBX will store “Fax to Email” temporary files to /persistent folder.
9. The Backup file contains custom configuration files and custom script files, does

not contain custom prompts.
10. After resetting MyPBX, all the configurations including custom configuration files

and custom script files will be deleted.
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Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue that custom configuration files, users_custom.conf,
sip_custom.conf and sipsettings_custom.conf could not take effect.

2. Fixed the issue that there would no new call log created if the system stored a
large amount of call logs.

3. Fixed the issue that a user dialed “*2” to check voicemail, after he/she pressed “#”,
the system did not hang up the call but established an outbound call to “*2”.

4. Fixed the issue that if a ring group’s name contained a character “-”, it could not be
selected in an IVR.

5. Fixed the issue that users could not set a password with special characters [; ,] for
a IAX VoIP trunk.

6. Fixed the issue that when creating a new VoIP trunk, the “Realm” and
“Authenticating Incoming Call” settings would disappear if you change the trunk
type from “IAX” to “SIP”.

7. Fixed the issue that a 3rd party software could not read the correct trunk’s name
from MyPBX via AMI if the trunk name length was too long.

8. Fixed the issue that the extension status on MyPBX web indicated “Registered”
even the extension was not registered.

9. Fixed the issue that the FTP status on “Security→ Service” page always showed
“Enabled” even the FTP service was disabled.

10. Fixed the issue that when registering a VoIP trunk, MyPBX sent a REGISTER
request with 5060 SIP port even the SIP port was changed, which caused
incoming calls fail to reach the VoIP trunk.

11. Fixed the issue that T.38 fax for SIP trunk could not work properly.
12. Fixed the issue when calling in an IVR and dialed an extension number but no one

answered the call, the call log marked the call as “ANSWERED”.
13. Corrected prompts for SMTP setting (from “Use SSL/TLS to send secure

message to server” to “Use TLS for security on this server(SMTP)” ) that indicates
MyPBX did not support SSL.

14. Fixed the issue that when the system prompt was set to “French”, “Follow Me
Prompt” (PBX→Basic Settings→General Preferences) setting could not take
effect.

15. Fixed the issue that transfer feature could not work for mobility extensions.
16. Fixed that issue that BLF key feature could not work for the extension whose

“Register Name” and “Name” were different
17. Fixed the issue that the BLF LED was on even the monitored extension was

unavailable.
18. Fixed the issue that the call log could not display the IAX service provider trunk’s

name correctly if the trunk was registered using a domain.
19. The country code “Yugoslavia +381” was corrected to “Serbia +381”.
20. Corrected the Hebrew voicemail prompts.
21. Fixed the issue that Grandstream IP phones displayed wrong date and time after

rebooting if “Phone Provisioning” was configured for the phones.
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22.Fixed the issue that phone provisioning for Panasonic could not work for MAC
address starts with “0080”.

23.Fixed the issue that phone provisioning for Cisco 7960 and 7940 could not work.
24.Fixed the issue that “Deutsch” language for Yealink phones could not work.

(PBX→ Extensions→ Phone Provisioning→ General Settings for Yealink)
25.Fixed the issue that if the default SIP port was changed on MyPBX and used “TA

Provisioning” feature to configure a TA gateway, the SIP port for TA gateway was
incorrect.

New Feature (Instruction)

1. Added support for Myanmar Time Zone +6.5.
Path: System→ System Preferences→ Date and Time
Instruction:

2. Added Afrikaans system prompt.
Path: PBX→ Audio Settings→ System Prompts Settings
Instruction:

3. Added “Linear” ring strategy for Queue.
Path: PBX→ Inbound Call Control→ Queues
Instruction:
If choose the “Linear” strategy, the system will rings agents in the order they are listed
in the configuration file.
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4. Users could search call logs with “Exactly Match” feature.
Path: Reports→ Call Logs
Instruction:
Tick the “Exactly Match” option and type exact Caller/Callee number to search call
logs.

5. Added “Input Digit Timeout” setting for “Feature Code”.
Path: PBX→ Basic Settings→ Feature Codes
Instruction: set the timeout to input next digit.
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Optimization (Instruction)

1. Optimized “Business Hours” description.
Path: PBX→ Basic Settings→ Business Hours
Instruction:
Using the Day/Night control, the users can override the time settings and force all
calls to the destinations as they wish, ignoring the office time.
 Force to Night Mode: dial *81 to switch to night mode (office closed mode), all

calls will go to Night destination.
 Force to Day Mode: dial *82 to switch to day mode (office open mode), all

calls will go to Day destination.
 Revert to the Original Mode: dial *081 to revert to the original mode, calls will

go to the relevant destination according to the office time.

2. “User Name” and “Password” length for PPPOE settings are extended to
127 characters.
Path: System → Network Preferences→ WAN Settings
Instruction:

3. MyPBX administrator could change other accounts’ password without
entering the old password.
Path: System → System Preferences→ Password Settings
Instruction:
To change other account’s password, the administrator can type the new
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password directly.

4. Alphabetic characters are allowed in “Prepend” field for an outbound route.
Path: PBX→Outbound Call Control→ Outbound Routes
Instruction:

5. LDAP contacts were extended from 300 to 1000.
Path: System→ LDAP Server
Instruction:
You can add up to 1000 contacts in the phone book.
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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.46==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5&V6
Release Date: August 4, 2015

NOTE:
 We strongly recommend you to back up the configurations and all the files

before you upgrade.
 Please note you may have to RESET the device to make it work properly after

upgrade.
 Backup files from 70.18.0.X cannot be restored to the device with firmware

version 70.19.0.X.
 Backup files from higher firmware version cannot be restored to the device

with lower firmware version.
 Please clear the browser’s cache after upgrade.

New Feature

1. Added support for phone provisioning of Yealink T23, T27, T29, Tiptel
30xx/31xx/32xx and Fanvil X3/3P, X5/5G, i20T, C400, C600.
Path: PBXExtensionsPhone Provisioning
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Optimization

1. Office Hours can be set down to the minute.
Path: PBXBasic SettingsBusiness Hours
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Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue that Line Monitoring (BLF) on Tiptel or Hanlong IP phone would fail
after a period of time.

2. Fixed the issue that changes for “Tone Region” could not take effect (PBXBasic
SettingsGeneral Preferences).

3. Fixed the issue that attended transfer could not work properly when using
Spectralink IP phone.
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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.43==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5&V6
Release Date: January 15, 2015

NOTE:
 Please note that if you upgrade from version 70.19.0.30 to version 70.19.0.43,

you may have to RESET the device to make it work well, all the former
configurations and records will lose.

 Backup files from 70.19.0.30 cannot be restored and will not work properly on
the device with firmware version 70.19.0.43.

 Backup files from 70.18.0.X cannot be restored to the device with firmware
version 70.19.0.X.

 Backup files from higher firmware version cannot be restored to the device
with lower firmware version.

 Please clear the browser’s cache after upgrade.

New Features

1. Added Hebrew system prompt.

Optimization

1. Added a system prompt after successfully logging in or logging out a queue. For
example, the queue number is 680. An agent can dial 680* to log in the queue, then
the system will prompt “agent logged in”. If dialing 680** to log out the queue, the
system will prompt “agent logged out”.

Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue that the query for mobility extensions would fail if the number of
mobility extensions were more than the maximum extensions supported on
MyPBX.

2. Fixed the issue that when calling a ring group without answer, there was no
“missed call” displayed on the ring group member’s phone.

3. Fixed the issue that there were no “MAC Address” and “Phone Type” fields when
editing Cisco phones on Phone Provisioning Page.

New Features (Instruction)

1. Added Hebrew system prompt.
Path: PBX→AudioSettings→System Prompt Settings
Instruction:
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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.42==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5&V6
Release Date: November 27, 2014

NOTE:
 We strongly recommend you to back up the configurations and all the files

before you upgrade.
 Please note you may have to RESET the device to make it work properly after

upgrade.
 Backup files from 70.18.0.X cannot be restored to the device with firmware

version 70.19.0.X.
 Backup files from higher firmware version cannot be restored to the device

with lower firmware version.
 Please clear the browser’s cache after upgrade.

New Features

1. Added Pickup Call info on Call Logs page.
2. SSH and FTP Settings on LAN Settings page will take effect without rebooting.
3. Added “Authenticating Incoming Call” on VoIP trunk.
4. Added “mypbxconf” execution interface for API.
5. Added Password settings for NeoGate Provisioning.

Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue that DND setting could not take effect for the extension which was
selected in a ring group.

2. Fixed the issue that the configured “View” number on Extension page and Phone
Provisioning page could not be fixed if any change was made on the page.

3. Fixed the issue that call queues could not be deleted if users logged in MyPBX
French Web GUI.

Instruction (New Features)

1. Added Pickup Call info on Call Logs page.
Instruction:
When a call was picked up by other user, you can check the pick up call info on
Call Logs page. For example, the Callee shows “300(301)”, it means that
extension 300 is the callee, and extension 301 is the one who picked up the call.

2. SSH and FTP Settings on LAN Settings page will take effect without
rebooting.
Path:System→Network Preferences→LAN Settings
Instruction:
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3. Added “Authenticating Incoming Call” on VoIP trunk.
Path: PBX→Trunks→VoIP Trunk
Instruction:
When an incoming call reaches MyPBX and sends INVITE packet to MyPBX,
MyPBX responds 401, but the Realm info in 401 Response does not match the
Realm set on VoIP trunk, the provider will refuse to authenticate. If you set this
option to No, MyPBX will not reply a 401 Response to the provider to authenticate
the incoming call.

4. Added “mypbxconf” execution interface for API.
Instruction:
This is an interface for developer. You can connect a 3rd party software to MyPBX
via API. A corresponding configuration file will be updated or created in MyPBX if
changes were applied on the 3rd party software. For example, you create an
extension 300 on the software. You will find the user 300 is added to MyPBX
extensions.conf file.
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5. Added Password settings for NeoGate Provisioning.
Path: PBX→Extensions→NeoGate Provisioning
Instruction：
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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.41==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5&V6
Release Date: October 31, 2014

NOTE:
 We strongly recommend you to back up the configurations and all the files

before you upgrade.
 Please note you may have to RESET the device to make it work properly after

upgrade.
 Backup files from 70.18.0.X cannot be restored to the device with firmware

version 70.19.0.X.
 Backup files from higher firmware version cannot be restored to the device

with lower firmware version.
 Please clear the browser’s cache after upgrade.

New Features

1. Added NeoGate Provisioning feature.
2. Supports DDNS Server “www.oray.com” and “3322.org”.
3. Added “DAHDI Monitor Tool” and optimized “Debug Log” settings on System Logs

page.
4. Added “Urgent” type voicemail.
5. Added Custom Language Setting for Yealink Phone Provisioning.
6. Added “SIP Fax Extension” on inbound routes.

Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue that the system had no self-repair ability when huge data stored in
the database then the system could not work.

2. Fixed the issue that the database stored in NAS server could not be repaired.
3. Fixed the issue that there was no pop-up call on MyPBX Client when the incoming

call reached a queue or a ring group.
4. Fixed the issue that if pressing the BLF key (which is configured to monitor a

PSTN line) to catch a PSTN line to make an outbound call, there was no auto
recording for the call.

5. Fixed the issue that the “Delete” button and “Download” button could not work
correctly.

6. Fixed the issue that the “Follow me” setting on MyPBX could not work if “Follow
me” was also set on IP phones.

7. Fixed the issue that Call Pickup (default feature code *4) feature could not work
between a SIP extension and an IAX extension.

8. Fixed the issue that “Enable Forward All Calls” feature (default feature code *71)
could not work if the extension “Caller ID” setting was changed.

9. Fixed the issue that the recordings for the calls which were called to MyPBX
queues could not be queried by the Auto Recording Managers.

http://www.oray.com/
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10. Fixed the issue that “T38 Max BitRate” setting on SIP Settings→T.38 could not
work.

11. Fixed the issue that two identical recording files would be created on MyPBX
“Custom Prompts” page if using Yealink VP530 IP phone to make a record.

12. Fixed the issue that the LDAP server could not be enabled after applying the
changes with blank password.

13. Fixed the issue that the system would download the same voice mail file if you
didn’t update the page after downloading the former file.

14. Fixed the issue that call waiting could not work for analog phones even if call
waiting was supported on the phone.

15. Fixed the issue that the extension and the corresponding mobility extension could
not ring simultaneously if the extension was in a ring group.

16. Fixed the issue that an incoming call could not reach to the extension but reached
to the mobility extension if there was password set on the outbound route.

17. Fixed the issue that the system could not resolve the Domain (which was set on
DDNS page) timely.

18. Fixed the issue that call logs were incorrect when there were multiple VoIP SIP
trunks with the same IP/domain registered on MyPBX.

19. Fixed the issue that the caller could not hear ring back tone when he/she called in
SIP trunk on MyPBX and the call was routed to an external number through BRI
trunk on MyPBX.

20. Fixed the issue that the DOD numbers configured on MyPBX trunks could not be
deleted successfully.

21. Fixed the issue that UMTS modules would be detected as GSM modules.
22. Fixed the issue that the inbound call to MyPBX PSTN trunk would not be detected

if the ring tone sent to MyPBX was at 25hz.
23. Fixed the issue that when there were two outbound routes with the same "Dial

Pattern", DOD number set on the trunk (which was selected on the second
outbound route) would not work.

24. Fixed the issue that when a VoIP trunk was registered on MyPBX, and an inbound
route without "DID number" settings for this VoIP trunk was created, if the
incoming DID number didn't match the "User Name" set on the VoIP trunk, the call
would fail.

Instruction (New Features)

1. Added NeoGate Provisioning feature.
Path: PBX→Extensions→NeoGate Provisioning
Instruction:
With this feature, you can easily configure the NeoGate TA on MyPBX, saving
your time and efforts. Click “Add NeoGate” and fill in the corresponding
information in the pop-up window, save and apply, the configurations will be
applied to NeoGate TA.
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Two Methods are supported for NeoGate provision: PnP and DHCP.
Choose the method on NeoGate TA “Auto Provisioning Settings” page.

If DHCP method is selected on NeoGate TA, you should enable DHCP Server on
MyPBX (System→ Network Preferences→DHCP Server).

2. Supports DDNS Server “www.oray.com” and “3322.org”.
Path: PBX→Extensions→NeoGate Provisioning
Instruction:
You can sign up for service through “www.oray.com” and “3322.org”, then take the
account to configure in MyPBX DDNS Settings.

http://www.oray.com/
http://www.oray.com/
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3. Added “DAHDI Monitor Tool” and optimized “Debug Log” settings on
System Logs page.
Path: Reports→Reports→System Logs
Instruction:
Making records for PSTN/GSM trunks to do trouble shooting is no longer a trouble
when using this tool.

You can trace different debug logs by configuring the Debug Level.

4. Added “Urgent” type voicemail.
Path: PBX→Basic Settings→Voicemail Settings
Instruction:
To mark the voicemail as an “Urgent” one, you should check the option ”Allow
Users to Review Messages”. After the caller leave the message and press # key, a
prompt will be played.
Press 1 to accept this recording.
Press 2 to listen to it.
Press 3 to re-record your message.
Press 4 to mark this message as “Urgent”.
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The urgent voicemail can be checked on the User Web Interface.

Or you can notice that there are urgent voicemails received if you press *2 on
your IP phone to check voicemails.

5. Added Custom Language Setting for Yealink Phone Provisioning.
Path: PBX→Extensions→Phone Provisioning→General Settings for Yealink
Instruction:

6. Added “SIP Fax Extension” on inbound routes.
Path: PBX→Extensions→Inbound Call Control→Inbound Routes
Instruction:
SIP extensions can be chosen as Faxes destination on SOHO now.
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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.30==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5
Release Date: August 30, 2014

NOTE:
 We strongly recommend you to back up the configurations and all the files

before you upgrade.
 Please note you may have to RESET the device to make it work properly after

upgrade.
 Backup files from 70.18.0.X cannot be restored to the device with firmware

version 70.19.0.X.
 Backup files from higher firmware version cannot be restored to the device

with lower firmware version.
 Please clear the browser’s cache after upgrade.

Optimization

1. The number of PIN code in a PIN list is limited to 32, which equals to the number
of extensions supported on MyPBX SOHO. The length of each PIN code is limited
to 8 characters.

Bug Fixes
1. Fixed the issue that Echo Cancellation Algorithm "aer" could not take effect, call

quality through PSTN trunk was not improved. (Echo Cancellation Algorithm can
be configured on "General Preferences" page.)

2. Fixed the issue that users could not use transfer key on IP phone to transfer the
call if call waiting feature was not enabled on the extension edit page.

3. The transfer issue was brought in by call waiting bug fixes in firmware 70.19.0.28.
To fix the issue, call waiting feature has been restored to the original (users should
enable/disable call waiting on IP phone).

4. Fixed the issue that changes on the Outbound Route edit page could not be saved
when a password with a 63-character name was chosen.

5. Fixed the issue that changes on the DISA edit page could not be saved when a
password with a 63-character name was chosen.

Instruction (Optimization)

1. The number of PIN code in a PIN list is limited to 32, which equals to the
number of extensions supported on MyPBX SOHO. The length of each PIN
code is limited to 8 characters.
Path: PBX→Advanced Settings→PIN Settings
Instruction:
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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.28==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5
Release Date: June 27, 2014

NOTE:
 We strongly recommend you to back up the configurations and all the files

before you upgrade.
 Please note you may have to RESET the device to make it work properly after

upgrade.
 Backup files from 70.18.0.X cannot be restored to the device with firmware

version 70.19.0.X.
 Backup files from higher firmware version cannot be restored to the device

with lower firmware version.
 Please clear the browser’s cache after upgrade.

New Features

1. Added Fanvil Phone type C01, C66, D800, D900, F52, F58, F66 for phone
provisioning.

2. Added "Echo Cancellation Algorithm" option on "General Preferences" page.

Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue that Call Waiting feature on SIP extensions could not work.
2. Fixed the bug that DTMF detection was too sensitive that the voice would be

detected as a DTMF signal by error or a "beep" sound would appear during the
call.
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Instruction (New Features)

1. Added Fanvil phone type C01, C66, D800, D900, F52, F58, F66 for phone
provisioning.
Path: PBX Extensions Phone Provisioning
Instruction:

2. Added "Echo Cancellation Algorithm" option on "General Preferences"
page.
Path: PBXBasic SettingsGeneral Preferences
Instruction:
This option is used to adjust the echo cancellation on PSTN/GSM trunk.
Choose the algorithm to get a better call quality according to your trunks. Default
setting is "oslec".

If you choose "oslec", you should set the "Echo Training", the default is

32ms.
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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.23==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5
Release Date: April 8, 2014

NOTE:
 We strongly recommend you to back up the configurations and all the files

before you upgrade.
 Please note you may have to RESET the device to make it work properly after

upgrade.
 Backup files from 70.18.0.X cannot be restored to the device with firmware

version 70.19.0.X.
 Backup files from higher firmware version cannot be restored to the device

with lower firmware version.
 Please clear the browser’s cache after upgrade.

Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue that the "Hardware Version" info for SOHO V5 was incorrect on
"System Info" page.

2. Fixed the issue that outgoing calls through BRI trunk would be disconnected
immediately.
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===Firmware Version: V70.19.0.21==
Applicable Model: MyPBX SOHO V4&V5
Release Date: March 27, 2014

Contents
1. New Features..............................................................................................................................28

2. Optimization.................................................................................................................................28

3. Bug Fixes.....................................................................................................................................29

4. Instruction (New Features)........................................................................................................29

5. Instruction (Optimization).......................................................................................................... 38

NOTE:
1. After upgrade, please clean the cache and cookies of the browser before login.
2. Please reboot the device twice to make the new firmware take effect.
3. There is a compatibility issue with IE11.Please configure IE11 browser "Compatibility

View Settings", add MyPBX IP address, check "Display Intranet sites in Compatibility
View" and "Use Microsoft compatibility lists". Check the following picture, MyPBX IP is
192.168.5.250 for example.
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New Features

1. Added LDAP Service option.
2. Added Panasonic IP phones in "Phone Provisioning".
3. Added Yealink latest IP phone model "T19P","T21P" in " Phone Provisioning ".
4. Added HTTPS protocol.
5. Added separated backup support for extensions.
6. Added FTP Enable and Disable option on "LAN Settings" page.
7. Added "*Answer" mode for "Paging Groups".
8. Added L2TP VPN and IPSec VPN.
9. Added "PIN Settings" page, where users can manage all the passwords of

outbound routes, PIN User, and DISA.
10. Added multiple "Dial patterns" on outbound routes.
11. Added "Answer Detection" option for PSTN line to achieve accurate billing.
12. Added "ISDN Diaplan" and " Dialplan" options for BRI trunk.
13. Added a default TLS PBX certificate.
14. Added "Custom" field for "Country Code" on SMS Settings page.
15. Added "Register Name" option for extensions.
16. Added the feature that the Mobility extension will ring as well if the corresponding

extension is ringing.

2. Optimization

1. Random passwords are generated for newly created extensions.
2. Multiple SIP trunks can be deleted at once.
3. Multiple inbound routes and multiple outbound routes can be deleted at once.
4. The special character "-" is allowed in the field "Distinctive Ringtone" on inbound

routes.
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5. Added bulk DOD numbers.
6. Optimized the "WEBLOGIN" Alert.
7. Encrypted the backup file.
8. Optimized the T.38 FAX.

3. Bug Fixes

1. Fixed the issue that call log would show "ANSWERED" even if the call, which is
made through GSM is not answered.

2. Fixed the issue that MyPBX would keep sending REGISTER packets even 200
OK response was already received.

3. Fixed the issue that MyPBX doesn't send REGISTER packet using the new
nonce.

4. Fixed the issue that the status of SPX trunk (Service Provider IAX) on MyPBX B
would be "Unreachable" if connecting MyPBX A (with dynamic IP and DDNS
configured) and MyPBX B via the trunk.

5. Fixed the call log bugs:
a. Webpage error would occur in the Call logs page if all the search

conditions were selected.
b. The call logs cannot be deleted if all the search conditions were selected.

4. Instruction (New Features)

1. Added LDAP Service option.
Path: SystemLDAP Server
Instruction:
After enabling LDAP and configuring the settings, users are able to use LDAP
Phone Book.

2. Added Panasonic IP phones in "Phone Provisioning".
Path: PBXExtensionsPhone ProvisioningAdd Phone
Instruction:
Panasonic IP phones are supported in Phone Provisioning; the models are
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UT113,UT123,UT133,UT136,UT248,UT670,TGP500, and TGP550.

3. Added Yealink latest IP phone model "T19P", "T21P" in " Phone
Provisioning ".
Path: PBXExtensionsPhone ProvisioningAdd Phone
Instruction:

4. Added HTTPS protocol.
Path: PBXGeneral PreferencesWeb ServerHTTPS
Instruction:
Users are able to log in MyPBX web GUI using https if the https is enabled.
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5. Added separated backup support for extensions.
Path: SystemSystem PreferencesBackup and Restore
Instruction:
Users are able to create a new backup for extensions and upload an "Extension"
backup file.

6. Added FTP Enable and Disable option on "LAN Settings" page.
Path: SystemLAN SettingsBackup and Restore
Instruction:
Users will be able to log in MyPBX via FTP if FTP is enabled.

7. Added "*Answer" mode for "Paging Groups".
Path: PBXAdvanced SettingsPaging Groups
Instruction:
Choose "Yes" for "*Answer" will enable any user in the group to press * to talk with
the caller while other users automatically hang up the call.
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8. Added L2TP VPN and IPSec VPN.
Path: SystemVPN Settings
Instruction:
There are two more VPN supported on MyPBX, L2TP VPN and IPSec VPN.

9. Added "PIN Settings" page, where users can manages all the passwords of
outbound routes, PIN User, and DISA.
Path: PBXAdvanced SettingsPIN Settings
Instruction:
All the passwords for outbound routes , PIN user and DISA are managed in "PIN
Settings". Users can create PIN lists and choose "Yes" for "Record In CDR", the
PIN code will be displayed in call
log.
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The PIN list created in "PIN Settings" can be chosen in outbound route, DISA and
PIN User.
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10. Added multiple "Dial patterns" on outbound routes.
Path: PBXOutbound Call ControlOutbound Routes
Instruction:
Users are able to set multiple dial patterns for one outbound route.

11. Added "Answer Detection" option for PSTN line to achieve accurate billing.
Path: PBXTrunksPhysical TrunkAnalog Trunk
Instruction:
"Answer Detection" settings are configured for accurate billing. If the PSTN trunk
sends polarity after answering the call, users can choose "Polarity Detection"; or
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else choose "Ring Detection", and configure the detailed settings according to the
PSTN line ring tone.

12. Added "ISDN Dialplan" and " Dialplan" options for BRI trunk.
Path: PBXTrunksPhysical TrunkBRI Trunk
Instruction:
These settings are set to make the caller ID prefix work according to information
sent from the BRI provider.

13. Added a default TLS PBX certificate.
Path: PBXAdvanced SettingsCertificates
Instruction:
There is already a default TLS PBX certificate in MyPBX. Users can upload
trusted certificates to MyPBX to make it work. Or if a new PBX certificate is
uploaded to MypBX, the new file will take effect.

14. Added "Custom" field for "Country Code" on SMS Settings page.
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Path: PBX→Advanced Settings→SMS Settings
Instruction:
If Country code is enabed, users can use a custom country code, which makes it
more flexible.

15. Added "Register name" option for extensions.
Path: PBXExtensionsFXS/VoIP Extensions
Instruction:
The "Register Name" option is for extension authorization, which will enhance the
extension registry security. Users will not be able register the extension if the
authorization name is incorrect even though the username and password are
correct. For example, we set "Register Name" as "abcd" for extension 300, we
have to set authorization name "abcd" on the soft phone or IP phone to make the
extension successfully registered.
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16. Added the feature that the Mobility extension will ring as well if the
corresponding extension is ringing.
Instruction:
This function enables the users who are out of office to receive the incoming call
to the corresponding extension.
Check the "Ring Simultaneously" option, fill in the "Mobile Extension Number" and
fill in the "Outbound Prefix" according to the outbound route dial pattern.
For example, if you set the outbound route dial pattern as 9. and strip 1 digit, then
you should set 9 for the "Outbound Prefix".
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Instruction (Optimization)

1. Random new passwords are generated for new created extensions.
Path: PBXExtensionsFXS/VoIP Extensions
Instruction:
The default password for an extension was "pincode+extension number" before.
(password "pincode100" for extension 100 for example )But now, there will be a
random and robust password will be generated when creating a new extension.
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2. Multiple SIP trunks can be deleted at once.
Path: PBXTrunksVoIP Trunk
Instruction:

3. Multiple inbound routes and multiple outbound routes can be deleted at
once.
Path: PBXOutbound Call ControlOutbound Routes
Instruction:
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Path: PBXInbound Call ControlInbound Routes
Instruction:

4. The special character "-" is allowed in the field "Distinctive Ringtone" on
inbound routes.
Path: PBXInbound Call ControlInbound Routes
Instruction:

5. Added bulk DOD numbers.
Instruction:
Users are able to add bulk DOD numbers on SIP trunk or BRI trunk.
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6. Optimized the "WEBLOGIN" Alert.
Path: SystemSecurity SettingsAlert SettingsWEBLOGIN
Instruction:
WEBLOGIN Alert is not only works for "admin" account, but also for other
accounts.

7. Encrypted the backup file.
Path: SystemSystem PreferenceBackup and Restore
Instruction:
The backup created on MyPBX is encrypted with file format
".bak.

8. Optimized the T.38 FAX.
Path: PBXAdvanced SettingsSIP SettingsT.38
Instruction:
Added advanced settings of T.38 for better receiving and sending of T.38 FAX.

<The End>
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